
Screenplay CSE_Episode 82_5th July 2019 

 

Scene 1 

Ardi’s Home /Int./Day  

Nayla is shocked to see the photo of Nayla carrying Intan on her back. Ardi 

rubbishes it saying that the kids were just having fun. Dewi can’t prove 

anything.  

Maya moves her wheel chair and asks Ardi to not take things lightly. We must 

hire a lawyer as well.  

Nayla supports Maya and asks Ardi to immediately hire a lawyer. Ardi is not 

too convinced but agrees thinking – it’s a court notice, better a lawyer handles. 

He looks at the photograph again.  

Close of the photograph… 

Pull Back 

 Scene 2 

Dewi’s Home/Int./Night 



Dewi and Rina are laughing uproariously. Rina pats Dewi on her back and says 

– first time you have played really intelligent. Dewi feels proud of herself and 

with an air of arrogance shakes her head. She now faces Rina and smiling 

cunningly says – Only this time they have no way out….if they come in court, 

the battle is going to be nasty and many secrets are going to tumble out …Rina 

asks her to not be so sure, even Ardi is not a school boy…Dewi looks at Rina 

with confidence and says – but he has secrets…secrets that he has kept from his 

wife, his sister and I am sure he wouldn’t want to face them …he will want an 

out of court settlement and TIARA will be mine forever ….She herself pats her 

shoulders and congratulates herself.  

Rina looks at her confidence with amusement.  

Time Lapse 

Scene 3 

School Premise/Int./Day  

Intan is walking in the school premises, still limping when Emma brushes past 

her Intan in a way that Intan loses her balance slightly. She is about to fall on 

one side when Tiara comes from the other side and holds her.  

Emma turns to look at them angrily and walks away. Tiara holds Intan and they 

walk together. 

Scene 4 

Court/Int./Day  

Nayla and Ardi enter the court room and apprehensively move towards a front 

seat.  



As they move ahead, Nayla spots Dewi and Rina sitting right at the front and 

she holds Ardi’s hand. Ardi stops and asks her what happened? Nayla gestures 

towards the front seat and whispers – Dewi and Rina.. 

Ardi follows Nayla’s Gaze and as he spots Dewi, his anger soars. He turns to 

face Nayla and says – we will sit right next to them. Why do you worry…we 

need to face them bravely. Nayla is not of the same opinion and wants to avoid 

them so she says – Lets sit behind…here itself…I do not want to see them else I 

will lose my sanity. Ardi is willing to take on Dewi but seeing Nayla, he agrees 

to sit behind.  

As Nayla takes a seat, Ardi asks her to sit there as he will go and speak with the 

lawyer. Nayla nods in agreement.  

Scene 5 

Classroom/Int./Day  

Its recess time. Tiara goes out to wash her hands. Intan is bit slow so she takes 

her time to move out of her desk. As she walks slowly towards the classroom 

door, Emma stops her and says – You disclosed our secret. Intan negates it 

vehemently saying – No, I did not  

Emma is unwilling to listen to her and says – your father came to my mother 

and my mother scolded me because of you. If you can’t do something why 

would promise in the first place?  

Intan tries to pacify her by saying that she doesn’t know how her father got to 

know but it is not she who did it.  

Emma sees Tiara coming to her side from far. She turns to face Intan and 

looking angrily at her says – You are a liar and a liar is punished by God. You 

broke the promise…I am sure lord will curse you 



Intan is shocked to hear of the curse and requests Emma to take back her curse 

as she is not at fault. She tries to request by holding Emma’s Hand. Tiara has 

come near now. Emma immediately shakes Intan and leaves fuming. Intan 

stands with moist eyes. Tiara comes running to her and asks what happened. 

Intan narrates her about the curse. (the narration happens under music score) 

Tiara looks sorry hearing this and she looks at Intan with a sorry face saying it 

is her fault and she should have been curse. Intan holds her hand and keeping a 

brave front says – Don’t worry , God does not punish people with good heart. 

Tiara is wrroied like hell now and questions – what if he does? Intan gets 

apprehensive for the moment but shakes her head in negation saying – No No 

…he will not punish. I know that. You stop worrying and scaring me now. Intan 

smiles and Tiara also smiles. As they walk, apprehension writs large on Emma’s 

face.  

Scene 6 

Courtroom/Int./Day  

Ardi meets the lawyer and then looks at Dewi with contempt. Dewi passes a 

cunning smile.  

Lawyer assures Ardi that matter is very well in his hand and the judgement is 

sure tobe in their favour. Ardi shows him where he is seated and wishing him 

best of luck moves from there.  

All this while Nayla observes everything with bated breath and prays (her VO) 

– God please don’t take my daughter away from me …Please God! 

Scene 7 

Classroom/Int./Day  

 All the students are talking when teacher enters in the class. As soon as she 

enters, whispering and murmuring stops and the class turns silent. They 



immediately stand up and wish their teacher. Teacher asks them to sit and then 

looking at Intan, asks her to wipe off the board. Intan walks towards the 

blackboard slowly.  

As she picks the duster, a side wood cracks and cuts Intan’s finger. She winces 

in pain  and is unable to control the sound of pain – aah. She holds her finger 

and puts it in her mouth immediately. Teacher sees this and asks her to return to 

her desk.  

She starts cleaning the board. As Intan walks towards her seat, She happens to 

see Emma and Emma putting her index finger out first signals upward and then 

gestures in a way that signifies to Intan that God punished her. Intan is affected 

and her eyes shift to Tiara. She looks worried. 

Scene 8 

Courtroom/Int./Day  

Dewi’s lawyer calls Dewi on the stand and asks her to speak truth under oath. 

Dewi takes the oath. Lawyer begins with the questionnaire by asking – who is 

Dewi? How does she know Ardi and his family? How can she say that Tiara is 

her daughter. Dewi speaks about everything in detail and says – she has the dna 

report saying Tiara is her daughter.  

Hearing this Nayla loses her calm and starts shouting from her seat itself. She 

calls out Dewi names and in a choked voice, while continuously crying pleads 

that Tiara is her daughter and this woman wants to ruin her marital life. She 

hates her for no reason and God knows why this evil woman is after her.  

The Judge asks Nayla to remain quiet while she will get her chance to speak but 

Nayla is inconsolable. Finally Judge takes an authoritative position and says that 

if you do not stop, I will be forced to send you away as what she is doing is 

amounting to contempt of court.  



Ardi’s lawyer intervenes and asks Nayla to be quiet. She should not worry. Ardi 

too gets up and holds Nayla tight and makes her sit forcibly.  

Nayla hides her face in Ardi’s chest and starts crying.  

Scene 9 

Classroom/Int./Day  

The next teacher finishes writing on the board and turns to face the students. 

She looks at her watch and says – all of you have 20minutes to finish of this 

class test.  

All the students start writing. There are whispering sounds which is stopped by 

false coughing sound of teacher.  

Intan begins writing and so does Tiara. Emma keeps looking at the board for a 

while and then looks around. She finds everyone writing with fast pace.  

She glances at board again and then very lazily begins writing. Its evident with 

her expressions that she has not learned and does not know the answer but too 

proud to be nervous as well. So she begins writing.  

Intan is writing with great speed when Teacher says – only five minute is left.  

Intan looks at the board and around once again starts writing but suddenly her 

pencil breaks. Intan immediately opens her pencil box to find another pencil but 

there is none. She has brought wrong pencil box.  

Tiara is writing and she notices Intan on the verge of crying. She nudges her and 

asks her to write.  

Intan shows her the pencil box and broken pencil nib. Tiara quickly takes out 

her pencil box and gives her the new pencil. Just when Intan starts to write, bell 

rings and teacher asks everyone to stop writing.  



Intan is disheartened and so is Tiara seeing her sister disheartened. Emma hands 

over her notebook without a glimpse of guilt on her face. She looks at Intan who 

is putting her broken pencil back in her pencil box. Emma smiles thinking – 

God heard me.  

As teacher leaves with the notebooks, Emma quickly comes to Intan and says 

her in whispering tone – you lost it today…you will fail because God has begun 

punishing you…See the duster bruise and the broken pencil…its God 

punishment to you.  

Intan has tears in her eyes now. By then Tiara too comes there and asks Emma 

to not disturb her sister. Emma makes a face and walks away.  

Scene 10 

Court room/Int./Day  

Judge bangs on the table and looking at the picture says – The court is 

adjourned for today. For verification of this picture, please call the girl in 

question – Tiara in the court tomorrow. She bangs one final time and stands up.  

Everyone stands up in the court as the Judge moves out.  

Nayla and Ardi exchange a worried look.  

Time Lapse 

Scene 11 

Mirza’s home/Ext./Night 

Intan  is siitting on the verandah and sadly looking above. Mirza returns from 

shop with Nino and sees Intan outside despite it getting dark. He gets worried 

and comes near Intan. Intan is lost in her thought. Mirza sits by her side and 

asks – what happened dear? Intan looks at him and asks in a very serious tone – 

Does god punish Good people also? Mirza finds the question tricky but since he 



believes in speaking the truth to a child, he says – God punishes the act not 

person my dear. Acts are good or bad, people are same. Intan questions again – 

so even if my act is not bad, I can be punished. Miraza does not get the sense 

but he understands that something is eating Intan from inside. He asks – why 

are you asking such questions? Intan says – Emma has cursed her and she hopes 

God will not punish her for that.  

Mirza embraces Intan and says – God may punish anyone but he never punishes 

a kid…a good lkid like you. Don’t worry. Emma’s curse will not affect you.  

Intan says – but it did. My pencil broke and I couldn’t complete my test.  

Mirza once again assures her that nothing will make God punish her. These 

were just accidents that happen. She should not worry anything and go to her 

bed now.  

Intan looks sad. Mirza now tries to do gudgudi to her which makes Intan laugh 

and Mirza says – that’s like my good girl. Don’t worry and sleep. He takes her 

in his arms and moves inside house.  

Nino observes this and then smiles thinking – Kids are so innocent and naïve. 

They believe anything and everything to be true. God bless intan.  

Scene 12 

Miranda Hospital/Int./Night 

Miranda is packing her stuff in the purse when Mirza enters. His concerned look 

worries Miranda. He says that she should make Emma understand that Intan is a 

good girl and she will never hurt anyone even in her dreams. Emma should try 

to strike friendship with her and not psyche her.  

Miranda hears him out patiently and then apologizes to him for Emma’s 

behaviour. She then shares her concern that perhaps she has proved to be a bad 

mother. Despite saving lives, have not been able to save her daughter from bad 



habits. Mirza says calmly that Emma’s actions are all attention seeking. She will 

have to give her attention. All child seeks that. But she needs to give that 

attention in  a positive way and not by threatening. Kids do not understand 

threatening. They demand attention…and they know how to get it.  

He leaves asking Miranda to give it a thought.  

Scene 13 

Ardi’s Home/Int./Night 

Tiara is playing with Maya and while playing she asks Maya if someone else’s 

wrong doing can endanger anyone else. Maya says yes it happens. Hearing this 

Tiara stops playing and goes thoughtful. 

Maya checks on what happened to her? Tiara discloses that perhaps her telling 

led to Emma cursing Intan and Intan got punished by God due to Emma’s curse. 

Intan is paying for Tiara’s wrong doing. Maya understands Tiara’s concern and 

she asks Tiara to come to her.  

Tiara goes near Maya. Maya makes her sit on her lap and consoles her saying – 

God is benevolent and he never curses good souls. She should not worry and 

she may go tomorrow to school and discuss with Emma that God only loves 

kids, he never punishes them. Tiara looks hopefully at Maya and says – Is this 

true? Maya looks deep in her eyes and kissing on her cheeks says – Have I ever 

told a lie to you. Tiara nods in a No and Maya smiles. Seeing Maya smile Tiara 

smiles as well.  

Scene 14 (Added Scene) 

Ardi’s Room/Int./day  

Ardi is pacing in the room and thinking – Dewi has played it big. Now Nayla 

might get to know of the truth.  



On the other side Nayla is lying on the bed and thinking in her head (Her VO) – 

Dewi is evil but she can never take my daughter. She lies with such impunity. 

She has no sense of wrong or right. She has the audacity to blame Ardi.  

On the other side Ardi thinks that now the truth is not far from Nayla …I should 

tell her on my own. With this thought he turns to Nayla but Nayla is already 

asleep.  

Ardi is shaken and tensed. He looks around and then sits on the bed. He looks at 

Nayla and says – forgive me Nayla …I had a secret. You were honest but I 

proved to be a coward…..I can’t …he hides his face in his palm and sobs. Then 

wipes his face and gets up to move out.  

Scene 15(Added Scene) 

Rina’s Home/Int./Night 

Rina is trying someone’s number. The bell rings but no one picks the call. Rina 

gets frustrated and says – pick up the phone you dammit. Getting one thing is 

not that a problem. She rings again and again the calls goes blank. No one picks 

and her phone shows – 40 missed calls.  

In frustration she throws the phone on sofa .  

Scene 16(Addition as required) 

Living Room/Int./Night  

Just then Ardi comes there and asks both of them to go to sleep. Its already late 

and reminds Tiara that tomorrow you have to come with us in court.  

Tiara nods in a yes and Maya leaves with her wheel chair.  

Time Lapse  

Scene 17 



Court room/Int./Day  

Judge looks at the picture again and asks Tiara to come on the stand. Tiara looks 

apprehensively at her parents and both of them smilingly ask her to proceed. 

Tiara comes to the stand and takes the oath.  

The lawyers from both the sides begin questioning her. First Ardi’s lawyer 

questions her – who is her parents? Where did she see Dewi for the first time? 

Who had abducted her?  

Tiara says everything clearly to the court that Dewi and the lady took her and 

locked her in a room. They would give her food but would never allow her to 

leave room.  

She felt trapped.  

Dewi’s lawyer then tries to rattle Tiara by disclosing that she is Dewi’s daughter 

. Did she know that? If her parents were so good, why was her sister living 

separately? Why was she carrying Intan on her back? The lawyer succeeds in 

his motive of rattling Tiara and while crying she rubbishes the fact that Dewi is 

her mother. She says that she does not know why Intan lives separately and she 

clarifies that Intan was hurt and had bruises so she was taking her in the class on 

her back.  

Judge hears her out patiently and asks Dewi’s lawyer to refrain from rattling a 

child and disclosing such harsh truths with coldness. He should try to be 

sensitive.  

Lawyer apologizes and Judge says that she wants the DNA test to be performed 

on Nayla, Ardi, Dewi and Tiara. The judgement is reserved till the results of 

DNA test come out. Till then court is adjourned and both parties will be 

intimated of the next date.  



Tiara stands in her stand crying . As soon as Judge leaves, Nayla and Ardi run 

towards the stand to hold Tiara.  

Nayla hugs Tiara.  

Scene 18 

Classroom/Int./Day  

Intan is sitting all by herself and eating her lunch in the classroom. She is 

worried that Tiara also did not turn up today. Hope she is fine. Just then Emma 

comes to her and says – You are eating alone, your sister also left you….I told 

you God will punish you.  

This time Intan gives back and says confidently, No God does not punish good 

kids. Hearing this Emma feels threatened but once again coming to her original 

self says confidently and coming very close to Intan – whosoever said that lied 

to you. You are being punished right now, you will fail and see that for yourself.  

Intan pushes her and leaves the room crying and saying – you are lying, my 

father never lies 

Scene 19 

Hospital/Int./Day  

Dewi, Nayla, Tiara and Ardi are in the same room. Dewi looks straight in 

Ardi’s eyes and says – Now you will taste your own sweet. Ardi clenches his 

fist and restrains  himself from punching on Dewi but looks at her piercingly.  

Nayla and Tiara hold each other’s hand and Nayla stands with Tiara 

protectively holding her. Tiara is looking at Dewi with scared look and asks 

Nayla softly – Is she going to take me away from you.  

Nayla ruffles her hair and despite herself, says – No my child, no one can 

separate a mother form her child… 



Tiara holds her tightly while the nurse comes to take blood samples. Dewi loves 

first and hands over her chit. While Nurse takes blood sample, Dewi constantly 

keeps her gaze fixed at Tiara and smiles at the end. Tiara closes her eyes 

immediately.  

Scene 20 

Classroom/Int./Day  

Teacher is distributing the notebooks and she announces everyone’s results. She 

then calls Intan’s name and asks her what happened that she did not complete 

her work. That’s very unlike her. Intan keeps looking down and says in soft 

voice that my pencil broke and I was not carrying the second one. Teacher 

sympathizes with her and asks her to be mindful next time.  

She gives her the notebook and as Intan returns to her desk, her eyes move to 

Emma who once again repeats the gesture of previous day indicating that Giod 

does punish.  

Emma’s words hound Intan when teacher says that no one passed except Tiara 

though Intan had bad pencil but what about rest? Why did they not fair well? 

While teacher is saying all this , Intan could hear only Emma’s words that God 

will punish you. She looks around and she could see is the moving lips of 

Teacher and students looking down. Suddenly a siren like noise hits her and she 

falls on the ground unconscious.  

Teacher runs to her …. 

Scene 21 

Mirza’s Warung/Int./Day 

The phone rings and Mirza picks it up. He hears from other side 

something(actually he gets the information that Intan has fallen unconscious in 

the classroom).  

Mirza is stunned and he says in worried tone – hope she is not hurt…I am 

coming …I am coming  

He rushes out without even telling Nino. Nino sees him rushing and runs to ask 

and Mirza says , half lost , Intan has fallen….hope she is not hurt…I am coming 

and he rushes on his bike.  

Scene 22 



Miranda’s Home/Int./Day 

Emma returns home and is surprised to find Miranda at home. She ignores 

Miranda and starts to walk towards her room pretending to be upset. Miranda 

follows her to her room.  

Emma throws her bag on the bed when Miranda holds her and asks – won’t she 

forgive her mother for her anger?  

Emma says nothing and starts to open her shoes and socks.  

Miranda now gets towards her and says – What happened Emma? We are only 

two people in this house. If you will also not talk then this house will become 

morose.  

Emma looks at her , still upset. Miranda now helps Emma to open her shoes and 

socks and explains her that she is a working woman. She does not have as much 

time as many mothers but that does not mean that she is not caring of her.  

Emma now says in an upset tone – then why would you scold me? And scare 

me as well?  

Miranda says its tough to listen to your complaints. I want my daughter to be 

the best daughter to everyone as she is to me.  

Emma immediately intervenes and says – No I am not the best daughter. 

Miranda says – I swear I am so lucky to have you as my daughter but when 

others complain I feel I am lacking somewhere. Why would you do this?  

Emma looks at her and says – I don’t know, I feel no one loves me…including 

you. Everyone loves me with a condition which is to behave properly.  

Miranda feels Emma’s hurt and then sitting by her side and embracing her says 

– No dear, you the dearest daughter, with no conditions. Al I want is praise for 

you and if I will not teach you good things, who will. People complain, mother 

teaches and teaches with love. Don’t you see love as well. If I sscold, I make 

your favourite dish as well. Don’t I? Emma niods in a yes.  

Miranda says – promise me that you will not hurt anyone…including Intan and 

try to be friends with her too? 

Emma gets upset and says – Except Intan everyone I am ok with 

Miranda asks why does she not like Intan and Emma answers – because she 

complains and her father complains to you. Why can’t she let it between us. 

Miranda first tries to clarify which upsets Emma and she walks out saying see 



this is what I mean and Miranda sits back frustrated. She does not know how 

help Emma understand.  

Scene 23 

Mirza’s Home/Int./Day 

Mirza is trying to wake up Intan. Intan opens her eyes and finds Mirza paranoid. 

Nino is standing by his side.  

Mirza is constantly trying to wake Intan saying – wake up my child…what 

happened…wake up Intan 

Intan mutters – Papa 

Mirza heaves a sigh of relief and asks what had happened, how did she fall? 

Intan tries to remember but her head aches and she says – I am feeling very 

weak Papa. Mirza says – yes yes,…I will get you a juice.  

Nino holds Mirza and asks him to wait and not leave Intan’s side. He will get 

the juice.  

Mirza feels obligated and Nino leaves. Mirza caresses Intan lovingly and says – 

Don’t worry child…you will be fine…your father will make you strong. 

Intan goes back to sleep and in sleep she mutters – papa does not lie…you are 

lying…god does not punish 

Mirza tries to hear but its all broken and he could understand, god…papa…and 

lie. He guesses perhaps once again Emma said something to her but he can’t 

leave her side now so he decides to speak to Emma on his own now.  

Scene 24 

Dewi’s Home/Int./Day 

Dewi returns home and Rina asks what happened in the court. Dewi smiles and 

says – last nail has been fixed on coffin. Don’t worry.  

DNA test is being redone on the order of court. It’s a matter of time that Truth 

will be out.  

Rina gets excited and says – Wow, great news. Now that Nayla will learn it the 

hard way.  

Dewi mutters under her breath – and Tiara my daughter will be mine ..forever.  

Scene 25 



School Premise/Int./Day  

Tiara comes to school and finding Emma walking right ahead of her goes to her 

and stops her. Emma gives a her a look of contempt and tries to walk away but 

Tiara blocks her way. Emma asks her to leave her way and Tiara stands there 

defiantly. Emma gets extremely upset and tries to push but Tiara holds her hand 

and slaps her on her cheek. Emma stands stunned.  

The students crossing them also stand there and start looking at both of them 

with shock.  

Tiara walks away while Emma stands there humiliated.  

Scene 26 

Mirza’s Home/Int./Day  

Mirza is sleeping by Intan. Intan gets up and finds Mirza by her side. She wakes 

him up. Mirza immediately gets up and though half asleep asks – what do you 

need Intan? Intan tries to sit but Mirza asks to be as she is and immediately 

shaking himself to be awake says – What is that you want Intan…you relax I 

will get it for you. You don’t get up.  

Intan realizes its quite late and she asks – I missed school and then she realizes 

that Mirza is also home so shop is not open. She asks him to open the shop. 

Mirza calmly says that today Nino will look after it. I am not leaving your side 

until you are healed completely. Intan tries to comfort him saying – relax 

Papa…I am fine. Mirza says – no ways child…I am not listening.  

Intan finally gives in and asks him to tell the truth if God actually punishes or 

not.  

Mirza says – I will take you to Emma in front of you I will remove this thought 

from her head as well. Don’t worry. You fell because you have grown weak and 

need to rest. Okay 

Intan agrees to rest but pressurizes Mirza to go on shop and she will not leave. 

Mirza reluctantly agrees.  

Scene 27 

Corridor/Int./Day  

Emma is sitting in the corridor of the school and sobbing. Tiara comes near her 

and sits beside her. Emma looks at her and Tiara says – I didn’t mean to hurt 

you but because of you my sister got hurt and now that lady wants to separate 

me from my mother.  



Emma looks at her and says Sorry.  

Tiara also says sorry and extends her hand saying – Friends .  

Emma extends her hand slowly and says – Friends  

Tiara moves from there and then Emma thinks in her head – Intan can never be 

my friend …never… 

And she stands  

Scene 28 

Miranda’s Home/Int./Day 

Emma enters her home and this time is shocked to see Intan with her father and 

Miranda. She murmurs to herself – once again she has complained.  

Miranda calls out to her and Emma reluctantly walks towards them. Miranda 

asks her to sit and answer Mirza’s questions and be a sweet girl while 

answering. Emma sits there. So does Mirza, Miranda and Intan.  

Mirza very politely asks her about curse and who has taught her that. Emma 

says no one, she has read it in books. Mirza then explains to her that whatever 

she thinks is all wrong. God does not punish kids. He loves them. 

Miranda then asks her that did she tell Intan this. Emma agrees to it and 

Miranda also explains it to her that Gods shower only love to kids. So she 

should say sorry to Intan. This irks Emma and she says – She won’t because she 

believed in the truth of curse. She is accepting what they are saying. Miranda 

tries to be stern and says – Yet you should say sorry to her. Emma gets adamant. 

Mirza dislikes Emma’s adamancy when Intan interfees and asks Miranda to not 

scold her. She also believed in it so its ok. Miranda calms and Intan asks Mirza 

to leave. As they leave, Emma makes a face.  

Slug Comes – Few Days Later  

Scene 29 

Court/Int./Day  

Everybody is in court. The Lawyer presents the DNA sample report to Judge. 

There is pin drop silence while Judge goes through the report.  

After reviewing Judge says – The report says that Tiara is actually Dewi and 

Ardi’s Daughter.  

The results make Nayla go in shock. She looks at Ardi with disbelief.  



Dewi smiles while Tiara starts crying and holds on to Nayla. Ardi looks down 

in embarrassment.  

Nayla comes back to reality and seeing Tiara, she starts crying. She runs 

towards the judge pleading that Tiara might not be her biological kid but she is 

her daughter nevertheless.  

Tiara too runs behind Nayla and asks her to not send her with Dewi. Only Nayla 

is her mother.  

Dewi now makes her move and slowly starts walking towards Tiara. Tiara sees 

her coming and she runs back to her father. Ardi also moves forward and holds 

Tiara while Dewi keeps moving towards Tiara. Just when she touches Tiara, 

Judge announces – But Dewi has a criminal record so the kid cannot be given 

under her custody.  

Dewi’s hand stops and she turns immediately to face Judge. Ardi is relieved and 

Nayla too stops hearing this. She is happy and she says – Thank you…Thanks a 

lot.  

Now once again Judge says – but she has the rights of visiting her daughter.  

Everyone looks at Judge with disbelief.  

Scene 30 

Rina’s Home/Int./Day  

Dewi returns and she is upset. Seeing her upset, Rina realizes that Dewi could 

not win in court. Rina touches her and Dewi gets furious. She starts to throw 

things around. Rina tries to stop her but Dewi is enraged like a fire.  

Rina slaps Dewi and Dewi comes to reality and starts sobbing. While crying she 

pours her heart out and says – why …why can’t my daughter be mine? What is 

my fault?  

I just want to raise my daughter but even God is conspiring against me.  

Rina consoles her and says – Why do you worry. I have another plan ready. 

While you were busy in court. I was finding another truth. Don’t worry. Tiara 

will be yours soon…very soon.  

Scene 31 

Ardi’s Home/Int./Day  

Everyone is sittng tensed. Maya has Tiara in her lap. She is caressing her and 

consoling her. Just then Intan and Mirza come over there. Intan Sees everyone 



gloomy. She asks what happened. Tiara says that judge has asked that Dewi to 

visit me. I don’t want to met her. Intan says – Don’t worry and don’t meet. 

Tiara says – But I can’t refuse. Intan smiles and says – Do not fuss. You get 

paranoid very easily. I will find a solution to it. Now come , lets prepare for the 

essay tomorrow. Maya pesters Tiara to go with Intan and study. Rest leave to 

God. Tiara and Intan leave .  

Scene 32 

Tiara’s Room/Int./Day  

Intan and Tiara write essay. Just then Intan tells her that today she made truce 

with Emma. Tiara says I too said sorry to her the other day. Intan asks – our 

essay should not look similar.Tiara says – don’t worry. It won’t. We see our 

mothers differently. Intan smiles and says – point dear…point.  

Giggling they start writing and we pull back 

Scene 33 

Outside Tiara’s Room/Int./Day  

Nayla and Ardi are seen standing outside. Their eyes meet. Ardi seeks 

forgiveness from her for cheating and Nayla says – I am not upset. It hurt me 

once but its human. You accepted me finally…why wouldn’t I? 

Ardi holds her and hugging her with happiness says – Are you sure  

Nayla says – I am sure…I don’t want negativity to once again ruin my life.  

Ardi hugs her really tight and with tears in his eyes says – I am sorry Nayla for 

being unjustified to you and I am so very grateful to you for making family a 

priority. Thank You Layla …Thank you  

Scene 34 

School Gate/Ext./Day  

Intan and Tiara are walking in hand to hand. As they are about to enter, Dewi 

blocks their way and looking into Tiara’s eyes asks – why do you hate me.  

Tiara tries to avoid and walk but Dewi blocks her way. Intan removes Dewi’s 

hand and comes to Tiara’s defence. Why are you making my sister suffer. 

Please do not stop her. We are getting late.  

Dewi looks at Intan and then ignoring her pleads with Tiara – Please do not hate 

me. I am your mother and I truly love you. My only mistake is that I love you so 

I want to own you.  



Tiara says – I don’t wish to talk to you. Please leave me alone. Intan too 

intervenes and says – we are getting late …please leave 

Dewi moves away but tells Tiara that she has changed and she will get her. She 

loves her.  

Intan holds Tiara’s hand tightly and they walk with a fast pace without looking 

back.  

Tiara is scared and Intan holds her tight.  

Scene 35 

Classroom/Int./Day  

Intan and Tiara enter their classroom. Tiara keeps her bag and comes to Intan 

asking her to come with her as she is thirsty. Intan says why are you looking 

tensed. Don’t worry she won’t come here. Tiara asks her to accompany her and 

Intan says Ok. They leave.  

As soon as they leave, Emma comes quickly near Intan’s seat and starts 

searching her bag.  

I/C 

Scene 36 

Near Water Area/Int./Day 

Intan and Tiara are having water. Tiara washes her face. Intan asks if she is fine 

now. Tiara still looks hassled.  

Intan holds her and asks her what happened …why are you worrying. I am with 

you. You should not worry.  

Tiara feels better and asks Intan – she won’t take me na?  

Intan says – I am there na…I will not allow her. Come else teacher will scold 

and they move back 

I/C 

Scene 37 

Classroom/Int./Day  

Emma is searching each and every notebook and finally she sees the essay. She 

immediately tears the page and moves to her desk. As she moves, other students 

start coming in. Tiara and Intan too enter.  



Emma meanwhile starts copying the essay in her notebook.  

Teacher arrives and all stand up.  

Scene 38 

Living Room/Int./Day  

Nayla is sitting with Maya and Karantini. Maya says that it would be good if we 

send Tiara to hostel. Nayla immediately refutes the idea saying …that is not 

possible.. 

Karantini tries to explain it to Nayla that this way Dewi will never get to know 

where is Tiara 

Nayla strongly rejects the idea and says – I think I will ask Ardi to shift base.  

Maya says – That is unlikely. Nayla says why not? Maya says because 

…because where will I go?  

Nayla is shocked to hear Maya saying this. She says – you can come with us. 

Maya starts crying and says – she can’t.  

Karantini gets conscious while Nayla moves towards Maya and holding her 

asks – Why? Why can’t you?  

Maya says nothing and breaks down.  

Scene 39 

Classroom/Int./Day 

Teacher asks students to narrate their essay. Every one takes out their essay. 

Intan happily takes out her notebook but finds the essay page missing. She 

shows it to Tiara. Both are shocked. Intan is on the verge of crying.  

Emma on the other side is busy writing as fast as hse could. Meanwhile other 

studets narrate their essay.  

Tiara is also shocked.  

Scene 40 

Rina’s House/Int./Day  

Rina keeps her phone and turns towards Dewi. Holding her and hugging her in 

excitement she says – I got it …I got the trump card. This cannot fail. She 

speaks something in Dewi’s ears which is covered under sound.  

Hearing it all, Dewi too jumps up from her place and kisses Rina.  



They do a high five 

Scene 41 

Classroom/Int./Day 

Teacher asks Intan to read but Intan is unable to. She says she had written but 

its torn. Tiara too vouches for her and shows the notebook with torn pages. 

Teacher sees it and leaves Intan with a warning saying that you are good student 

but offlate you have been not upto mark. Please mend your ways. She also 

warns tiara to not support her in her endeavours.  

They both nod in a yes and say sorry. Teacher now asks Emma to read. Emma 

has copied by now and she narrates her essay.  

Hearing her narration both Tiara and Intan look at Emma with shocked disbelief 

while teacher praises Emma for improving on her studies.  

Emma smiles and Tiara and Intan reel with shock. 

Scene 42 

Mirza’s Home/Int./Day 

Intan enters her home in frustration and straightaway goes inside her room and 

locks it. After locking it she starts crying  

Scene 43 

Mirza’s Home/Int./Day 

Mirza comes in and sees Intan’s room locked. He knocks on the door but Intan 

does not respond. Mirza gets paranoid and calls out to Intan.  

Just then Miranda comes over there. Mirza says That Intan is not opening her 

door. Its worrying. Miranda calms him saying – sometimes kids sleep. Mirza 

says Intan is not like that. Miranda asks him to sit outside and wait. May be she 

will open in a while. We should give child their space. Mirza agrees to it and 

they move to living room.  

Scene 44 

Living Room – Mirza’s Home/Int./Day 

Mirza tells Miranda how Intan is so close to Tiara and Nayla too loves her like 

her daughter. He then speaks about how Tiara’s life is in danger because of 

Dewi’s threat. Miranda understands his situation and says – I know don’t worry 

….wverything will be fine.  



I/C 

Scene 45  

Inatn opens her door now. She has stopped crying and changed. As she opens 

her door, she finds Miranda sitting there. She does not take it otherwise and 

starts walking towards them  

I/C 

Scene 46  

Meanwhile Miranda and Mirza, oblivious to Intan’s coming continue with their 

chat.  

Miranda in the chat blurts out – thai is why I do not tell Emma that she is 

adopted.  

Mirza says in shock – Emma is not your daughter.  

Miranda suddenly realizes she has blurted the truth. She immediately holds 

Mirza’s hands and asks him to promise her that he won’t tell it to anyone.  

Mirza still reeling with the fact nods and says – I won’t tell it to anyone 

Miranda says – That is why sometimes I wonder if I will ever understand Emma 

and her behaviour.  

Mirza is unable to say anything further 

I/C 

Scene 47 

Intan has heard all about it.  

She has already stopped at her place. She composes herself and walks out to 

them.  

Scene 48 

Living Room/Int./Day 

As soon as Mirza and Miranda see Intan, Miranda changes the topic and says – 

See I told you…she must have slept…didn’t you? 

Intan just nods in ayes and looking at Mirza says – May I go to Tiara’s place. 

Mirza says yes .  

Scene 49 



Tiara’s Room/Int./Day  

Tiara is busy complaining about Emma to Nayla. She also tells her how Dewi 

tried to persuade her. Nayla gets really alert when Intan reaches there and she 

says smilingly – please don’t worry. I am there na. Nayla says – I am not 

worried dear. You both play…I will join you soon and she excuses herself.  

Tiara and Intan sit side by side. Intan looks lost. Tiara asks what happened and 

Intan says – I heard something but you promise me that you won’t tell it to 

anyone. Tiara says – God promise.  

Intan says – If you will break this promise then I will die.  

Tiara immediately keeps her palm over Intan’s mouth and says – Don’t say bad 

things. I promise I won’t.  

Intan then narrates her whatever she heard (In quick flashes we see what 

Miranda said that Emma is not her daughter). Hearing this Tiara goes in shock.  

Scene 50 

Ardi’s Home/Int./Day  

Nayla comes in the living room and starts calling Ardi but his phone is busy. 

Nayla is getting paranoid when She sees Dewi on the gate. She gets upset and 

runs outside.  

Scene 51 

Ardi’s Home/Ext./Day 

Dewi is walking towards the main door when Nayla opens the door and asks 

Dewi to stop where she is. Dewi stops but has her smile intact. This smile irks 

Nayla and she asks sternly – why have you come here  

Dewi moves a step ahead. Nayla warns her that if she took one more step, Nayla 

will not think twice before hurting her.  

Dewi stops after one step says – You are a mother and so am I . I understand 

your pain and I hope you do too.  

Nayla remains cautious and says – Be warned …Tiara is my daughter. I won’t 

give her to you, come what may. 

Dewi says what a wife who not only forgives but forgets her husband’s cheating 

Nayla does not respond to her remark and Dewi comments – but what will you 

do …even you cheated.  



Nayla gets cautious and asks – what are you saying  

Dewi says – you think it’s a secret …laughs and says – you promise to give me 

my daughter and I shall return you yours…. 

Nayla hears her with shock and just her lips move – My Daughter??? 

Dewi smiles… 

Nayla is shocked 

Freeze 

 

 

 


